
CLASS NOTES 

Class :IV  

Topic: Practice Paper 
Ch-1&2 

Subject : MATHS 

Note: Solve the worksheet in rough copy. 

Choose the correct option. 

Q1. A brick looks like……………… 

a) Cube             b)Cuboid                   c)Sphere            d)None of these 

Q2. Length of a straw is measured in......... 

a) cm                   b)m                         c)km                  d)none of these 

Q3. How many edges does a brick have? 

     a)10                      b)6                               c)12                         d)14 

Q4. Each face of a dice is ...... In shape. 

a) Rectangle               b)Square               c)Triangle               d)Circle 

Q5. Which of these is a drawing of a brick? 

    a)              b)              c)             d)  

Q6.   A brick has...... number of faces and ....... number of corners. 

     a) 12,7                   b)8,12                    c) 6,8             d) 9,6    

Q7. A ball has ...... Number of vertex. 

     a)0                    b)1                           c)2                   d)   none of these 

Q8. 1 m=………………cm. 

     a) 1000                  b) 100                    c) 200                  d)500 

Q9. 1/4 km=……………..m. 

     a) 500m             b) 1000m              c) 750m              d)250m 



Q10. 1500m=……………km…………….cm 

     a) 15, 00                  b) 1, 500              c) 150 ,00            d)100, 500 

Q11. Which unit will be used to measure the distance between 

Kolkata and Delhi…………… 

     a) mm                  b) cm                   c) m                 d) km 

Q12. The smallest unit of length is……………… 

      a) mm                  b) cm                   c) m                 d) km 

Q13.  Cost of 14 erasers is Rs.56. Find the cost of 5 erasers?  

      a) Rs.20              (b) Rs.15            (c) Rs.25            (d) none of these 

Q14.  Add 6 m 25 cm + 10 m 15 cm =…………… 

    a)14 m 32 cm       b) 16 m 40 cm     c)15 m 32cm     d) 13m70 cm 

Q15.  A pencil cost RS. 12 what is the cost of 12 such pencils. 

      a) Rs.100             b) Rs.90,                 c) Rs. 144                d)Rs.200 

Q16.  Subtract 7 m  35 cm – 2 m 60 cm =............. 

a) 4 m  32cm      b) 18m 19cm      c) 4m 75cm         d) 2 m 13cm 

Q17. If the cost of one brick is RS.5 then what will be the cost of 12 

such types of bricks? 

     a)30                     b)40                      c)50                               d)60 

Q18. If the cost of ten books is Rs.360 .Find the cost of 1 book? 

a) RS.46                       b)Rs. 36                 c)Rs.76             d)Rs.56 

Q19.  A truck can carry 3500 bricks. How many bricks can 6 such 

trucks carry?  

   a)18,000           (b)21,000            (c) 20,000         (d) 19,000 



Q20. Soni travelled 77km 450m by bus and the rest of the distance 

by a car .If she travelled 100km in all, find the distance she travelled 

by car? 

a)22km550m         b)12km650m       c)46km250m     d)32km510m 

Solve :- 

Q21. The cost of a thousand bricks is Rs. 6000. Arjun needs 5,000 

bricks for his courtyard. How much will he have to pay? 

Q22.  In a marathon race people run about 60 km. If the people run 

in a stadium, on 600m track then how many rounds will they take to 

complete the marathon race? 

Q23. Look at the circular park given below. The total length of         

boundary of circular Park is 400m. Find out: 

                                       400 meter 

 a) If Rajan takes 4 rounds of the circular park how much distance did 

he cover? 

 b) How many rounds of the park must Rajan run to cover a distance 

of 2 km? 

Q24.  Harbhajan went to buy bricks. The price was given for one 

thousand bricks. The prices were also different for different types of 

bricks. See table and answer the following questions. 

Type of bricks Cost of 1000 bricks 
Old bricks Rs. 1200 

New bricks from Brickabad Rs. 2000 

New bricks from Intapur Rs. 1800 

  

a) Harbhajan decided to buy the new bricks from Brickabad. He 

bought three thousand bricks. How much did he pay? 



 b) What amount will be pay if he buys 500 old bricks? 

Q25. Here are the Indian and world records for some jumps. Read 

the table given below and answer the following questions:  

SPORTS WORLD RECORD INDIAN RECORD 

High Jump (men) Javier S (2m 45cm) Chandra Pal (2m 17cm) 

Long Jump (men) Mike P (8m 95cm) Amrit Pal (8m 8cm) 

High Jump (women) Stefka K (2m 9cm) Bobby A (1m 91cm) 

Long Jump (women) Galian C (7m 52cm) Anju G (6m 83cm) 
 

(a) How many centimetres more should Chandra Pal jump to equal 

the Men’s world record for high jump?  

(b) Find the difference between the Women’s World record of 

Longest and the Highest jump? 

Q26. Draw the various shapes of the faces of a dice.  

Q27. Using the basic shape of the brick draw the following patterns. 

 a) A Wall pattern           b) A Circular pattern 

Q28. Draw tessellations using following shapes. 

a)                                    b) 

        

  

    Answer Key:    

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

(b) (a) (c) (b) (b) ( c)  (a) (b) (d) (b) 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

(d) (a) (a) (b) (c ) (c ) (d) (b) (b) (a) 

  The above content has been prepared absolutely from home                                               


